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We specialise in mobile and mobility - research, strategy and design
Mobile Experience

“We help our clients create 
remarkable mobile products and 
services, through user research, 
strategy and design that connects 
businesses to their consumers in 
a meaningful and valuable way.”



A Human-Centred Design approach
How we do it



Great mobile experiences are 
created, not translated

What we do



Overview

- The largest niche market in history

- How mobile differs

- Towards continuous experiences

- Personalisation and adaption

- Mobile banking and payments



The rising role of mobile in today’s technological landscape
The largest niche market in history



The largest niche market in history
Mobile First
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We're just now starting to think about mobile first and desktop 
second for a lot of our products.” 
-Kate Aronowitz, Design Director Facebook 

Mobile First at Facebook 

Flickr photo by gscottolson 

Mobile First at Facebook, 
Amazon and eBay

As soon, not if ...

Facebook

Amazon

eBay



Smartphone 
growth

- 5.3 Billion mobile users (1.8 Billion mobile internet). 1000 sign-up 
each minute!
- Mobile growing at 4,964% of desktop
- 60% of smartphone usage is “new” activity
- China: 384 million, 29% Y/Y
- India: 130 million, 23% Y/Y
- USA: 238 million, 4% Y/Y
- Indonesia: 54% Y/Y growth
- Population who currently only access via mobile: China (22%), India 
(59%), Indonesia (44%), UK (22%), USA (24%)
- Q4’10 inflection point: More smartphone+tablet sold 
than PCs

- 66% 3G mobile penetration, 23% Y/Y (3rd 
highest)
- 13th largest mobile population
- 10.4 million mobile internet subscribers (4.8 million active)
- 46% smartphone penetration, 50% by end of 2012
- Mobile commerce growing 33%
- 2015 mobile internet access will surpass PC
- Increased consumption across mCommerce, information and 
entertainment



The App Economy

- iPhone users spend more money than any other smartphone segment
- App Store largest revenue earner for Apple
- iPhone users use at least 2x as much data as any other smartphone 
platform
- Q2’10: 93% of mobile internet access via iPhone
- iPhone sales growth Q2’11: 86%
- 4% of apps support in-app charging, but make up 60% 
of revenue
- 6 apps have sold over 500K units in 2 months

- Android sales growth Q2’11: 615%
- Android AUS penetration: 15%
- Android AUS awareness: 26% growth to 64%
- Android cost of acquisition 2012: $90
- Android device range to exceed 250+
- Android app store assets to double that of iOS
- Android to dominate smartphone segment in AUS
- Android has just launched in-app charging
- 2 apps have sold over 500K units over lifetime of 
Android



Cognitive, Social, Physical, Technological
Designing for mobile



Interaction between people, places and platforms



Online vs Mobile 
Engagement

http://flickr.com/photos/bruceley/199457887/
http://flickr.com/photos/bruceley/199457887/
http://flickr.com/photos/bruceley/199457887/
http://flickr.com/photos/bruceley/199457887/


Devices, platforms, form factors, capabilities

Fragmentation

250 Variants
of Android alone



During downtime

80%



Cite boredom in transit

73%



While watching TV

62%



Whilst shopping

69%



Start on mobile, finish on PC

59%



Start on a PC, finish on a mobile

34%



But what is 
mobile?













Mobile: A definition

“The ability to use technology to interact in 
an untethered, time and location 
independent manner with content, products 
or services via a portable, sometimes 
connected, networked device.”



Continuous 
Experiences



Continuous Experiences

“Continuous Experiences are services 
across devices whose design is true to 
each devices size, interaction & usage”



And if we look around us today, we can clearly see 
that customers need multi-channel experiences

Forrester Research 2009

75
> 2 CHANNELS OR MORE

%



The importance of connected, integrated, and seamless customer experiences
1. Continuous Experiences



The device is just a lens to a 
common service

Connected

A device appropriate experience, 
whilst maintaining familiarity



Contextually relevant across the 
customer journey

Contextual



Tasks can be easily started, stopped 
and resumed across devices

Distributed



Examples: designing continuous 
experiences

Conversational



Goal-oriented and focused on 
generating meaning

Activity-oriented

Mint.com Xero.com



Implications?

Single View. Open Dialogue. Shared Data 
Ownership. Structured Data Models



Sensing, Pattern Generation, Prediction, Security
2. Personalisation and Adaption



Environment 
Sensing

Augmented Reality

Taking Photo
Departure Time

Meeting Up
Meeting Up

Meeting Up

GET THE HELL 
OUT OF MY WAY!!



Pattern Generation



Data Mining



Data Collection



Passive Monitoring



Mobile Health



Proactive Monitoring



Opportunities and challenges
3. Mobile banking and payments



Near-Field 
Communication



mPayments: 
Disruptive Innovation

3 PAYPAL: MOBILE PAYMENTS IN 2012

billion$



mPayments: 
Disruptive Innovation

SQUARE



Open Source and 
Community Payments



That’s a lot, so ..

- Mobile is by no means a niche market

- Customer demand continuous experiences

- Personalisation through sensing, data mining and social 
network integration will dominate

- Identity management (aggregation, publication, 
integration) is going to be of growing concern

- Mobile innovation will be driven by independent service 
layer providers. Banks will bring credibility
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